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Abstract

Background: Enriched language exposure may benefit infants in the neonatal intensive care unit. 

We hypothesized that changes in neonatal EEG coherence during sleep, in response to maternal 

voice exposure, predict language development.
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Methods: Convalescent neonates underwent 12-hour polysomnography. A recording of the 

mother’s voice was randomized to continuous playback in the first or second 6 hours. We 

calculated the imaginary coherence (ICOH – a measure of functional connectivity) between EEG 

leads. Spearman correlations were computed between ICOH and 18-month Bayley-III Language 

scores.

Results: Thirty-five neonates were included (N=18 33-to-<35 weeks gestation; N=17 ≥35 

weeks). Predictive value of ICOH during neonatal non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep was 

left-lateralized and varied with gestational age and voice playback. ICOH in the left-hemispheric 

(C3-Cz; T3-Cz) channels across multiple EEG frequency bands was associated with 18-month 

language scores (rho= −0.34 to −0.48). The association was driven by neonates born at 33-34 

weeks gestation, and a trend suggested a possible effect of maternal voice at some EEG 

frequencies. Right-hemisphere ICOH (C4-Cz; T4-Cz) was not associated with language outcome.

Conclusion: Left-hemispheric EEG functional connectivity during neonatal NREM sleep shows 

early signs of physiologic asymmetry that may predict language development. We speculate that 

sleep analyses could have unique prognostic value.

Introduction

During the first half of the third trimester, important cerebellar and white matter growth 

occurs, followed at 34 to 40 weeks postmenstrual age by a rapid acceleration of cortical gray 

matter development(1). During these critical periods of brain development, neonates who 

require intensive care are exposed to a hospital environment.

Many modern neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) now provide care for individual infants 

in private rooms. While clinical and architectural endeavors target reductions in ambient 

noise in the NICU(2, 3), the impact of noise reduction on sick infants remains unclear. 

A quiet environment may provide increased opportunity for sleep, but decreased language 

exposure in the private room could have adverse consequences(4).

Animal models demonstrate the time-specific role of the acoustic environment during 

auditory cortex organization and suggest that sound deprivation can result in abnormal 

structure and function of the auditory system(5-7). Conversely, animal data also suggest that 

auditory environment enrichment may have beneficial effects on neuronal development(8). 

A study of human infants born at <30 weeks gestation demonstrated that abnormalities of 

the nonprimary auditory cortex, demonstrated on serial brain MRI, were associated with 

lower language scores by age 2 years(9).

We hypothesized that enriched language exposure through playback of maternal voice 

recordings may benefit infants in the NICU. Our initial data demonstrated that neonates 

born at ≥35 weeks, but not those born at 33-34 weeks, had increased wakefulness in 

response to their mother’s voice, and also that exposure to the mother’s voice during 

sleep protected against awakening after bursts of loud noises(10). Moreover, our previous 

work demonstrated that quantitative sleep and electroencephalogram (EEG) markers shortly 

after birth may have prognostic value, in that they can show associations with 18-month 

neurodevelopmental outcomes(11). Others have suggested that neonatal EEG coherence – 
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a measure of functional connectivity – reflects brain maturity(12, 13) and that there are 

measurable differences in neonatal EEG coherence between infants with hypoxic-ischemic 

encephalopathy and controls(14). Initial studies of developmentally-focused NICU care 

suggest that methods of NICU care delivery can alter EEG coherence among preterm 

infants and that neurophysiological effects may persist in childhood(15, 16). Thus, we 

hypothesized that neonatal EEG coherence changes in response to maternal voice may 

predict neurodevelopmental outcomes, especially in the language domain.

Methods

This study was approved by a Michigan Medicine Institutional Review Board. A parent of 

every enrolled infant provided written informed consent.

Subjects:

Late-preterm and term newborns admitted to a level IV single-patient room NICU were 

recruited for participation in this study. Inclusion criteria were: birth at ≥33 weeks to 41 

weeks gestation, need for NICU admission, and stable vital signs in an open crib. Exclusion 

criteria were: congenital brain abnormalities, airway abnormalities that were likely to 

cause sleep-disordered breathing, suspected or known genetic abnormalities that would 

alter developmental trajectories, severe encephalopathy that altered sleep-wake cycling, 

and abnormal neonatal hearing screen (brainstem auditory evoked responses). The clinical 

and demographic profile of included infants were presented elsewhere,(10) though the 

18-month outcomes have not been presented previously. Our previous work delineated a 

clear difference in response to maternal voice recording for infants born at 33-34 weeks 

gestation compared with infants born at ≥35 weeks gestation(10), Thus we planned the 

present analyses to compare these two age groups.

Measurements:

Every infant underwent a 12-hour polysomnogram at the bedside in the NICU. Recordings 

were generally started after the infant’s evening feed (around 8pm). A registered 

polysomnographic technologist experienced with pediatric studies remained at the bedside 

throughout the study, to ensure high quality recordings. Details of the polysomnographic 

recording procedures and scoring have been presented elsewhere(10). The EEG leads were 

placed according to the international 10-20 system, modified for neonates(17, 18) and EEG 

was sampled at 256 Hz. Clinical care and feeding regimens were maintained during the 

polysomnogram. A continuous voice playback of the infant’s mother reading children’s 

books(19, 20) was randomized 1:1 to be played for the first or second 6-hour segment of the 

polysomnogram. The playback device was placed on a bedside table 1-2 feet from the infant.

All infants were invited to return for follow-up neurodevelopmental assessments with 

Bayley-III and neurological examinations at 18 months corrected age. The developmental 

outcome examiners were blinded to the advanced EEG analysis results.
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Analysis:

We calculated Spearman correlations between clinical and polysomnographic variables and 

Bayley-III language scores. We then computed complex coherence between the EEG leads 

over sequential 3-second time epochs throughout the polysomnograms. Our previous work 

suggested that quantitative features of non-rapid eye movement (NREM, previously referred 

to as quiet) sleep were most predictive of outcomes among sick newborns(11). Thus, we 

focused our analyses on NREM sleep epochs; other sleep and wake stages were analyzed 

secondarily. Specifically, we evaluated mean coherence between electrode pairs. As we 

hypothesized that coherence associated with language exposure would be lateralized, we 

focused our analyses on the central and temporal electrode pairs (C3-Cz and C4-Cz; T3-

Cz and T4-Cz). Central electrodes are typically available in clinical polysomnography; as 

language function is primarily localized to the temporal lobe we also analyzed data from the 

temporal electrodes. We did not employ artifact reduction, nor did we omit segments with 

poor signal quality. However, to render analyses generalizable to other NICUs, we relied on 

polysomnogram-defined sleep-wake stages for our analyses.

The coherence calculation used Welch’s method to reduce the variance of the estimates(21). 

We used the imaginary part of the coherence (ICOH) as a metric to mitigate the impact of 

volume conduction between leads(22). To examine the effect of maternal voice playback 

and sleep stage, we identified the associated time epochs. A bootstrap estimate of the mean 

ICOH for each lead pair was computed for the specified frequency range, sleep stage, and 

playback condition for each participant.

To evaluate associations with 18-month outcomes, we computed Spearman correlations 

between mean ICOH and Bayley-III Scores. To evaluate the difference in Spearman 

correlations during vs. without maternal voice playback, we calculated 10,000 bootstrap 

samples of the original data by sampling the ICOH and Bayley language data with 

replacement. For each sampling, the Spearman correlation was computed with and without 

maternal voice playback, and the difference of the correlation coefficients was computed. 

This procedure produced a bootstrap distribution for each correlation coefficient and the 

difference of the correlation coefficients such that the null hypothesis was rejected if zero 

was outside the 95% confidence interval of the distribution.

All analyses were conducted using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and statistical 

significance was defined as p-value <0.05. The priority in this novel application of 

coherence analysis to neonatal sleep was to identify associations that may provide insight 

into neonatal sleep physiology. For this reason, we did not adjust for multiple comparisons.

Results

Forty-seven infants were enrolled, one was later excluded due to a genetic diagnosis 

associated with developmental delay, and 35 returned for 18-month follow-up (N=18 at 33-

to-<35 weeks gestation, N=17 at ≥35 weeks). Three did not have maternal voice playback 

exposure so were excluded from part of the analysis. Clinical and demographic data are 

presented in Table 1.
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Bayley-III scores were, on average, about 5 points (1/3 of a standard deviation) lower for the 

language subscale than for cognitive and motor subscales (97.5±4.4, compared to 102.6±7.1 

and 103.5±2.1). None of the clinical or standard polysomnographic variables listed in Table 

1, from the neonatal period, were associated with 18-month Bayley-III scores (p>0.15 for 

each association).

The predictive value of ICOH during neonatal NREM sleep was lateralized, and varied 

with gestational age. ICOH in the left-hemispheric channels across multiple EEG frequency 

bands was associated with 18-month language scores (C3-Cz: rho= −0.15 to −0.43, p<0.05; 

T3-Cz: rho=0.08 to −0.49, p<0.05; figure 1). However, right hemisphere ICOH (C4-Cz 

and T4-Cz) was not associated with language outcome (table 2). The association for left 

hemisphere ICOH was isolated to neonates born at <35 weeks gestation.

In contrast, the associations between EEG ICOH and Bayley-III scores during REM 

sleep, indeterminate sleep, or wakefulness were less consistent, though still left lateralized 

(supplemental table). There was no association between EEG ICOH in these central and 

temporal channels and the Bayley-III cognitive or motor scale scores.

The bootstrap distributions of the difference of the correlation coefficients with and without 

voice playback for the T3-Cz electrode pair are displayed in Figure 2. The correlation 

coefficients were most different at the higher frequency bands), while they did not appear to 

change in response to maternal voice playback at the lower frequencies.

Discussion

Results of this cross-sectional polysomnographic study of 35 neonates in an intensive 

care unit suggest that patterns of EEG functional connectivity during NREM sleep show 

left-lateralized predictive value for language development at 18 months. These results 

were distinct from those for 18-month cognitive and motor outcomes, which showed no 

associations with EEG functional connectivity at these electrode positions, and therefore 

suggest plausible underlying neuroanatomic specificity, as opposed to spurious results. 

Functional connectivity at certain frequencies was most predictive in the subset of infants 

born at 33 to <35 weeks gestation. In addition, a trend suggested that for some frequencies, 

playback of the mother’s voice may enhance the predictive value of the concurrent ICOH 

for language outcomes. In the absence of strong prognostic value from traditional neonatal 

clinical data, neurologic exam scores, or standard polysomnographic variables, we speculate 

that digital analyses of the sleep EEG could have unique value.

Language development is a complex and dynamic process that is vulnerable to disruption 

during the time that most sick neonates are cared for in the NICU. Among 90 very 

preterm infants (<30 weeks) without severe brain injury who were studied with serial 

brain MRI and 2-year follow-up, disturbance of the maturation of nonprimary cortex (but 

not primary cortex) was associated with abnormal language development(9). A landmark 

report suggested that for preterm infants, the private NICU room environment is associated 

with reduction of expected sulcal asymmetry in the auditory cortex by term equivalent 

age and that this manifests as poorer language development at age 2 years(4). However, 
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others reported that there was no discernible difference in white matter diffusion parameters 

between infants cared for in private rooms versus an open bay NICU and that these 

MRI parameters did not predict 2-year language scores(9). Here, we demonstrate that a 

functional measure of brain development – the EEG ICOH – may also measure relevant 

brain maturation that relates to language development for some preterm infants. We also add 

that this measure may change with enriched exposure to the maternal voice.

Others have reported decreased heart rate and respiratory rate for preterm infants (30 to 

<37 weeks gestation) during exposure to recorded lullabies and taped maternal voice, 

with an effect that was most pronounced for infants with higher gestational ages(23). 

For the present cohort, exposure to the maternal voice playback insulated neonates from 

arousals associated with peak NICU noise epochs. The impact of voice exposure on 

immediate polysomnographic data was highest in late-preterm and term infants(10). Yet, 

the present analyses raise the possibility that functional connectivity changes in response 

to the same voice exposure may predict language outcomes for preterm infants rather than 

late-preterm and term infants. The impact of maternal voice exposure may not be isolated 

to late-preterm and term neonates, but instead may differ across stages of brain maturation. 

Others have reported lateralized maturational EEG changes in a nonlinear spectral measure 

for preterm neonates who were offered skin to skin contact over eight weeks(24). Such 

findings, combined with those presented here, underscore that specialization of the brain 

already exists in preterm infants – responses to tactile sensory stimuli localize to the right 

hemisphere while auditory stimuli localize to the left hemisphere.

Importantly, auditory stimulation is but one of multiple sensory modalities that influence 

brain development. All neonates, even those who appear healthy after birth, express age-

specific consequences of brain maturation related to maternal-placental-fetal factors. This 

is particularly a consideration for preterm neonates – even late preterm infants – and 

their immature brain maturation at birth. There remains a gap in developmental care 

research with regard to individual infants’ responses to interventions relative to genetic 

vulnerability or resilience and adversities that are not detectable by contemporary maternal 

care and surveillance. These variables may alter infants’ responses to a particular enrichment 

paradigm (such as sound or tactile input) according to the effect on the cortical region 

required for the response.

We report results from 35 neonates who underwent gold-standard bedside polysomnography 

and 18-month developmental follow-up. Our study focused on detailed analysis of each 

newborn’s sleep physiology; the sample size was, by necessity, limited. In this novel 

application of coherence analyses in neonates, we prioritized identification of new insight 

into sleep physiology and neurodevelopment, and did not adjust for multiple comparisons. 

Results therefore merit replication. Some additional limitations merit discussion. We 

analyzed the potential impact of changes in the acoustic environment on neonatal EEG-

sleep data, but we acknowledge that other factors also influence sleep in the NICU (e.g. 

handling(25), medications, and light exposure). We are unable to account for these other 

factors in the present analysis. We did not measure exposure to live spoken words in the 

home prior to conducting the Bayley-III exams. The home language environment, and other 

factors, may have influenced the developmental trajectories of participants in this study. 
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Future work should include more comprehensive evaluation and statistical adjustment for 

socioeconomic status and other factors that may relate to developmental outcomes; such 

measures were beyond the scope of this initial study.

Conclusions:

Clearly predictive, non-invasive measures of neonatal brain development are of utmost 

importance to clinicians and parents alike. We demonstrate for the first time that 

lateralized neonatal EEG coherence during quiet sleep is associated with 18-month language 

development. Whether coherence is a fixed feature (e.g. reflects a subtle, unchangeable 

functional brain abnormality) or could be improved with enriched language exposure and 

careful attention to early language development remains an open question. Importantly, 

our findings were most robust for the youngest neonates in this study. Language exposure 

interventions likely need to be tailored to infants’ gestational and post-menstrual age. We 

have no clear explanation for why impact of the maternal voice might be more rather than 

less prominent in a window that lies well before the end of fetal development. We speculate 

however that such a finding, if confirmed, could have implications for language exposure 

in utero, not just after premature delivery. The optimal timing of language exposure, the 

influence of that exposure on sleep, and the association with developmental trajectory should 

be key priorities for continued research.
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Impact statement:

• During neonatal non-rapid eye movement sleep, EEG functional connectivity 

predicts future language development.

• Left temporal and central EEG coherence –specifically the imaginary 

component of coherence – is predictive, whereas the same analysis from the 

right hemisphere is not.

• These results appear to vary according to the infant’s gestational age, and a 

trend suggests they may be enhanced by measuring functional connectivity 

during exposure to the mother’s voice.

• These findings identify early evidence of physiologic differentiation within 

the cerebral hemispheres and raise the possibility that neonatal non-rapid eye 

movement sleep has a role to play in language development.
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Figure 1: 
Among 35 neonates, the imaginary component of the coherence (ICOH) between left central 

and temporal EEG electrodes (C3-Cz and T3-Cz) was predictive of 18-month language 

outcome, especially during playback of a maternal voice recording (Panels A, C, E, and G). 

There were no such associations of right central and temporal (C4-Cz and T4-Cz) ICOH and 

outcome, with or without maternal voice playback (Panels B, D, F, and H).
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Figure 2: 
Histograms from the bootstrap analyses of the difference in Spearman correlation of the 

imaginary component of the coherence (ICOH) during NREM sleep, using the T3-Cz 

electrode pair, and Bayley-III language scores, with and without maternal voice playback, 

for 32 infants (panel A: 4 to <8Hz; panel B: 8 to <12Hz; panel C: 12 to <16Hz; panel D: 

16-30Hz). The vertical blue lines indicate the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile values. Differences in 

ICOH with and without maternal voice playback were greater for higher EEG frequencies.
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Table 1:

Clinical, demographic, and sleep profiles of 35 newborn infants

Clinical and Demographic Data (mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise indicated)

Full sample
N=35

33-34 weeks gestation
N=18

≥35 weeks gestation
N=17

Gestational age at birth (weeks) 35.7±0.8 34.0±0.4 37.5±1.5

Legal age at time of polysomnography 
(days)

5.9±3.5 5.3±2.5 6.6±5.7

Postmenstrual age at time of 
polysomnography (weeks)

36.5±1.3 34.7±0.6 38.5±1.5

Birth weight (grams) 2584±57 2172±292 3021±631

Sex Female 18, Male 17 Female 11, Male 7 Female 8, Male 9

5-minute Apgar score Median 9 [IQR 8, 9] Median 9 [IQR 8,9] Median 8 [IQR 7, 9]

Neurological exam (Thompson) score Median 0 [IQR 0, 2] Median 0 [IQR 0, 2] Median 0 [IQR 0,2]

SNAPPE-II score Median 5 [IQR 0, 16] Median 0 [IQR 0, 5] Median 7 [IRQ 5, 18]

Primary NICU diagnosis Prematurity N=20 Prematurity N=17 Prematurity N=3

Respiratory diagnoses N=8 Respiratory diagnoses N=1 Respiratory diagnoses N=7

Hypoglycemia N=4 Hypoglycemia N=4

Other N=3
a Other N=3

Sleep Data

Polysomnogram Summary Results Normal N=13 Normal N=61 Normal N=7

Primary sleep apnea of 
infancy N=12

Primary sleep apnea of 
infancy N=6

Primary sleep apnea of 
infancy N=6

Central sleep apnea N=2 Central sleep apnea N=1 Central sleep apnea N=1

Obstructive sleep apnea N=2 Obstructive sleep apnea N=2 Obstructive sleep apnea N=0

Obstructive & Central sleep 
apnea N=3

Obstructive & Central sleep 
apnea N=1

Obstructive & Central sleep 
apnea N=2

Hypoventilation N=1 Hypoventilation N=1 Hypoventilation N=0

Unspecified sleep disturbance 
N=2

Unspecified sleep 
disturbance N=1

Unspecified sleep disturbance 
N=1

Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI) 22.8±14.8 27.0±17.7 18.3±9.5

 REM
b
 sleep AHI

33.0±19.2 37.5±20.6 29.1±17.1

 NREM
c
 sleep AHI

14.1±16.3 19.0±21.3 8.8±4.5

Obstructive Apnea Index 3.8±6.0 5.9±7.8 1.5±1.1

Central Apnea Index 6.9±8.7 9.1±11.4 4.7±2.3

Hypopnea Index 12.1±6.4 12.0±5.7 12.2±7.2

% time with O2 saturation <90% 5.4±9.8 3.7±4.8 7.1±13.3

% of Total Sleep Time Spent in REM
b 

Sleep

49.2±6.9 49.0±4.3 49.4±8.9

% of Total Sleep Time Spent in NREM
c 

Sleep

33.1±7.2 35.5±5.8 30.6±7.8

% of Total Sleep Time Spent in 
Indeterminate Sleep

17.7±5.2 15.5±4.4 20.0±5.2
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Clinical and Demographic Data (mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise indicated)

Full sample
N=35

33-34 weeks gestation
N=18

≥35 weeks gestation
N=17

% of Total Recording Time Spent Awake 14.0±5.8 12.9±5.8 17.4±4.9

Outcome Data (Bayley-III Scores)

Language score 97.5±4.4 97.2±16.7 97.8±11.9

Cognitive score 102.6±7.1 102.2±10.9 102.9±12.8

Motor score 103.5±2.1 104.0±12.0 103±9.1

a
Other diagnoses included sepsis (N=1), hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (N=1), and observation due to maternal myasthenia gravis (N=1)

b
REM=Rapid Eye Movement

c
NREM=Non-Rapid Eye Movement
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Table 2:

Association between EEG coherence during NREM
a
 sleep and 18-month language outcomes

Association between LEFT hemisphere ICOH
b
 (C3-Cz and T3-Cz EEG electrodes) during neonatal

NREM sleep and 18-month language outcomes

EEG
Frequency

Maternal
Voice
Playback

C3-Cz ICOH all subjects C3-Cz ICOH

GA
c
 33 to <35 weeks

C3-Cz ICOH
GA ≥35 weeks

rho p-value rho p-value rho p-value

.33-2 Hz off −0.167 0.337 −0.245 0.327 −0.057 0.829

2-4 Hz off −0.379 0.025 * −0.287 0.249 −0.464 0.061

4-8 Hz off −0.194 0.265 −0.22 0.380 −0.209 0.421

8-12 Hz off −0.343 0.044 * −0.529 0.024 * −0.073 0.782

12-16 Hz off −0.263 0.126 −0.485 0.041 * 0.060 0.818

16-30 Hz off −0.199 0.252 −0.234 0.350 −0.132 0.615

0.33-2 Hz on −0.287 0.111 −0.232 0.307 −0.350 0.201

2-4 Hz on −0.441 0.012 * −0.415 0.097 −0.474 0.075

4-8 Hz on −0.259 0.152 −0.434 0.082 −0.036 0.899

8-12 Hz on −0.371 0.037 * −0.637 0.006 * 0.066 0.814

12-16 Hz on −0.419 0.017 * −0.660 0.004 * −0.165 0.557

16-30 Hz on −0.434 0.013 * −0.600 0.011 * −0.273 0.326

EEG
Frequency

Maternal
Voice
Playback

T3-Cz ICOH all subjects T3-Cz ICOH

GA
c
 33 to <35 weeks

T3-Cz ICOH
GA ≥35 weeks

rho p-value rho p-value rho p-value

0.33-2 Hz off 0.118 0.501 0.059 0.816 0.119 0.648

2-4 Hz off −0.318 0.063 −0.302 0.223 −0.232 0.369

4-8 Hz off −0.359 0.034 * −0.326 0.187 −0.427 0.088

8-12 Hz off −0.498 0.002 * −0.532 0.023 * −0.403 0.108

12-16 Hz off −0.321 0.060 −0.417 0.085 −0.207 0.426

16-30 Hz off −0.361 0.033 * −0.243 0.331 −0.421 0.093

0.33-2 Hz on 0.038 0.838 0.011 0.966 −0.002 0.995

2-4 Hz on −0.284 0.115 −0.364 0.151 −0.219 0.433

4-8 Hz on −0.383 0.031 * −0.414 0.098 −0.364 0.182

8-12 Hz on −0.507 0.003 * −0.656 0.004 * −0.283 0.306

12-16 Hz on −0.480 0.005 * −0.536 0.027 * −0.418 0.121

16-30 Hz on −0.534 0.002 * −0.570 0.017 * −0.474 0.075

Association between RIGHT hemisphere ICOH (C4-Cz and T4-Cz EEG electrodes) during neonatal
NREM sleep and 18-month language outcomes

EEG
Frequency

Maternal
Voice
Playback

C4-Cz ICOH all subjects C4-Cz ICOH
GA 33 to <35 weeks

C4-Cz ICOH
GA ≥35 weeks
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Association between LEFT hemisphere ICOH
b
 (C3-Cz and T3-Cz EEG electrodes) during neonatal

NREM sleep and 18-month language outcomes

EEG
Frequency

Maternal
Voice
Playback

C3-Cz ICOH all subjects C3-Cz ICOH

GA
c
 33 to <35 weeks

C3-Cz ICOH
GA ≥35 weeks

rho p-value rho p-value rho p-value

rho p-value rho p-value rho p-value

0.33-2 Hz off 0.065 0.709 0.206 0.412 −0.161 0.537

2-4 Hz off −0.085 0.625 −0.033 0.896 −0.196 0.452

4-8 Hz off −0.256 0.138 −0.092 0.716 −0.332 0.193

8-12 Hz off −0.253 0.142 −0.248 0.320 −0.164 0.530

12-16 Hz off −0.327 0.055 −0.456 0.057 −0.124 0.635

16-30 Hz off −0.279 0.105 −0.394 0.106 −0.037 0.888

0.33-2 Hz on −0.143 0.435 −0.089 0.736 −0.285 0.303

2-4 Hz on −0.148 0.418 −0.246 0.342 −0.03 0.914

4-8 Hz on −0.270 0.135 −0.218 0.402 −0.291 0.293

8-12 Hz on −0.154 0.400 −0.277 0.283 0.066 0.814

12-16 Hz on −0.182 0.319 −0.345 0.174 0.115 0.684

16-30 Hz on −0.322 0.073 −0.465 0.060 −0.147 0.601

EEG
Frequency

Maternal
Voice
Playback

T4-Cz ICOH all subjects T4-Cz ICOH
GA 33 to <35 weeks

T4-Cz ICOH
GA ≥35 weeks

rho p-value rho p-value rho p-value

0.33-2 Hz off 0.033 0.850 0.004 0.987 −0.015 0.955

2-4 Hz off −0.183 0.293 −0.142 0.575 −0.202 0.438

4-8 Hz off −0.145 0.405 −0.027 0.916 −0.219 0.399

8-12 Hz off −0.173 0.320 −0.299 0.228 0.034 0.896

12-16 Hz off −0.247 0.152 −0.387 0.113 −0.034 0.896

16-30 Hz off −0.166 0.340 −0.419 0.083 0.150 0.565

0.33-2 Hz on −0.139 0.447 −0.166 0.524 −0.203 0.469

2-4 Hz on −0.333 0.063 −0.515 0.034 * −0.104 0.712

4-8 Hz on −0.108 0.558 −0.194 0.455 −0.036 0.899

8-12 Hz on −0.046 0.801 −0.283 0.272 0.341 0.214

12-16 Hz on −0.067 0.715 −0.312 0.222 0.228 0.414

16-30 Hz on −0.033 0.859 −0.434 0.082 0.456 0.088

a
NREM = non-rapid eye movement

b
ICOH = imaginary part of the coherence (presented as average ICOH across each frequency range)

c
GA = gestational age

*
denotes p<0.05
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